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Abstract: The number of natural disasters triggered by extreme events is increasing worldwide
and significantly impacts modern society. Extreme rainfall is one of the most important factors
contributing to these events. A better understanding of the physical process that causes extreme
rainfall can allow rapid responses from decision-makers to lessen the impact of natural disasters on
the local population. Satellite monitoring is widely used for this purpose and is essential for regions
where terrestrial observations are limited or non-existent. The primary purpose of this study is to
describe the performance of satellite products for extreme rainfall events that caused natural disasters
in various climate regimes in Brazil and discuss the contribution of mesoscale convective systems
(MCS) to these events. We defined regions based on the climatological rainfall distribution. Cases
with rain values above the 99th percentile during 2012–2016 were considered statistically extreme.
Our analysis is based on three datasets, with precipitation from (i) rain gauge stations, (ii) different
satellite-based estimates, and (iii) mesoscale convective tracking data. The methodology was based
on identifying extreme rainfall events, analyzing the performance of satellite precipitation estimates
and, finally, quantifying the influence of convective systems on extreme rain. Although all regions
of Brazil may be affected by natural disasters caused by extreme rains, the results suggest that the
impacts caused in each region are different in magnitude. Convective systems explained over 90% of
extreme rains in the case analyzed in Brazil’s south and about 60% to 90% of extreme rains in the case
analyzed in the Northeast. In general, satellite products have identified rain events; however, in the
southern region of Brazil, products have tended to overestimate rainfall, while other regions have
tended to underestimate extreme rain values. The methods used in satellite precipitation estimation
products have limitations to accurately identifying specific extreme rain events.

Keywords: extreme events; precipitation; natural disasters; satellite

1. Introduction

Disasters of natural origin have a significant human and social impact in several
regions worldwide. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
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report, extreme rainfall events will become more common and intense over the next
decades [1]. The IPCC disaster and death information survey from 1970–2008 concluded
that over 95% of natural-disaster-related deaths have occurred in low- and middle-income
countries. According to the Brazilian Atlas of Natural Disasters, about 40,000 disasters
occurred between 1991 and 2012, caused by meteorological, hydrological, and geological
events [2]. Unfortunately, these numbers have increased every year, and survey data with
more updated information are necessary.

Most natural disasters in Brazil are triggered by precipitating meteorological sys-
tems [3]. These systems can generate large amounts of rain in a large area over a long
period or profuse rain in a smaller area in a few hours. Examples are the South Atlantic
convergence zone (SACZ) and the mesoscale convective systems (MCS), respectively [4].
The main types of meteorological systems that occur and the most favorable seasons of
the year may vary by region. For example, in the south region of Brazil, frontal systems,
cyclones, and MCS are common [5,6]. In the north and northeast regions of Brazil, the in-
tertropical convergence zone [7], the tropical Squall lines [8], upper-level cyclonic vortex,
easterly waves, and sea breeze circulation [9,10] are more common.

Due to the spatial coverage and high spatial/temporal resolutions, satellite data are
of fundamental importance in the analysis and understanding of past extreme events to
prevent or mitigate disasters that will occur in the near future. Several studies have tried
to find the best ways to extract satellite data to improve the performance of precipitation
estimates based on satellite precipitation products [11–19].

The Global Precipitation Measurement Core Observatory (GPM-CO) is an international
satellite mission to advance our knowledge and understanding of global precipitation [17].
The GPM-CO is a collaboration between NASA and JAXA. Their main goal is to improve
precipitation measurements by understanding the physics and space-time variability of
precipitation across the Earth. The most advanced precipitation instrumentation currently
in orbit is a Dual-frequency Precipitation Radar (DPR) operating at 13.6 GHz and 35.5 GHz
and the GPM Microwave Imager (GMI), which is composed of thirteen microwave channels
ranging in frequency from 10 GHz to 183 GHz. Both instruments in the GPM-CO are
designed to measure from light to most intense precipitation (0.2–111 mm/h).

Using information from the newest GPM-CO satellite constellation, JAXA has been
improving its product, the Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP). According
to Kubota et al. [19], this product is characterized by carefully treating precipitation types
in its algorithm, fully utilizing the TRMM/PR, GPM/DPR, TMI, and GMI observations.
GSMaP employs precipitation regime classifications and precipitation profile information
constructed from the TRMM/PR, GPM/DPR, and ancillary meteorological data. A thor-
ough classification of land, coast, and ocean surface types and utilization of land surface
emissivity obtained from TRMM data are included. In addition, they mitigate severe
underestimation of orographic precipitation in the original product by incorporating an
orographic rainfall scheme. A recent improvement is implementing a snowfall estimation
scheme that significantly extended the estimated data availability to higher latitudes.

Another example relates to the efforts made by the Climate Hazards Center (CHC)
at the University of California, Santa Barbara, in collaboration with the US Geological
Survey and NASA SERVIR, to develop the Climate Hazards center InfraRed Precipitation
with Stations (CHIRPS) dataset. This dataset is constantly improving to reduce differences
between satellite estimated data and data observed in rain stations. A publication by
Funk et al. [18] showed that the development team is working on a new version of the
dataset, in which the assumed ‘prior’ distribution is allowed to change with environmental
conditions. Such an approach could provide the long-term low bias performance of the
current CHIRPS algorithm while allowing dry areas to receive high precipitation levels
when large-scale conditions indicate strong weather disturbances.

In South America, the Satellite Division and Environmental Systems of the National
Center for Space Research (INPE) has been working to create a satellite product using a
Combined Scheme approach (CoSch) to provide a new high-resolution, gauge-satellite-
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based analysis of daily precipitation [14]. This methodology is based on a combination of
additive and multiplicative bias correction schemes to minimize errors of satellite estimates
when compared with observed values from rain gauges. Real-time TRMM Multi-satellite
Precipitation Analysis (TMPA) and Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for GPM (IMERG)
products are used to achieve this goal. In addition to efforts to improve the MERGE product,
it combines observed precipitation with satellite precipitation estimates [20].

One of the most critical factors that contribute to natural disasters is extreme rainfall.
A better understanding of the physical process that causes extreme rainfall can allow
rapid responses from decision-makers to lessen the impact of natural disasters on the local
population. Satellite monitoring is widely used for this purpose and is essential for regions
where terrestrial observations are limited or non-existent.

Although satellite information is essential to monitor extreme events and potentially
lessen their effects on the population, it is far from perfect. The validation of satellite
products using ground instruments can help to understand their strengths and limitations.
Some studies have evaluated the performance of precipitation estimates using satellite
products. They have shown that, in general, products tend to underestimate or overestimate
extreme rainfall [21–27]. Validating satellite products is even more important considering
that satellites are the only available source of data in many regions.

Our main goal in this study was to describe the performance of different Satellite Pre-
cipitation Products (SPP) for extreme rainfall events associated with natural disasters over
different climate regimes in the five main regions of Brazil and to discuss the contribution
of mesoscale convective systems (MCS) to these events.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

Brazil has a large territory with various meteorological systems, which substantially
affect the rainfall regimes in the country. To investigate these meteorological systems, we
divided the country into five regions based on rainfall regime [28,29]: southern Brazil
(R1), central region (R2), northeastern (R3), northeast Coast (R4), and north Brazil (R5).
Regions have heterogeneous seasonal rainfall characteristics (Figure 1). Based on climato-
logical averages [30], the expected rainfall during the austral summer (December, January,
February) by region is 80 to 220 mm/month in R1, 100 to 420 mm/month in R2, 20 to
420 mm/month in R3, 30 to 140 mm/month in R4, and 10 to 420 mm/month in R5. In the
austral winter (June, July, August), rainfall varies between 40 to 140 mm/month in R1, 10 to
80 mm/month in R2, 10 to 180 mm/month in R3, 10 to 180 mm/month in R4, and 50 to
380 mm/month in R5.

Frontal systems, cyclones, and mesoscale convective systems (MCS) are the main
rain-producing systems in R1 [5,6], and these events can occur together and also inde-
pendently [31,32]. El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) also plays a fundamental role
in rainfall variability in R1 [33–35]. During autumn and winter, rains are caused by the
frontal systems at mid-latitudes. In addition, during this period, the latitudinal temperature
gradient generates baroclinic waves in the upper-level westerly winds in upper air [6], and
the low-level jets stream moves to the southeast through the Andes (acting as an orographic
barrier) causing cyclogenesis [36]. During spring and summer, the MCS predominates.

One of the most common meteorological systems in R2 is the SACZ, where the flow
from the northwest of the low-level-jet converges with the circulation of the South Atlantic
subtropical high and with the northeast trade winds, resulting in a band of cloudiness and
intensification of precipitation [37,38]. R2 is characterized by six months of rain during
the austral summer followed by six months of scanty rainfall in austral winter, the main
characteristic of a monsoon region [39,40].

The main meteorological systems acting in R3 are the intertropical convergence zone
and the upper level cyclonic vortex [41]. The mean annual rainfall is registered primarily
from January through May. According to Palharini and Vila [42], the rainfall in this region
is modulated by stratiform and deep convective precipitating clouds.
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Figure 1. The five regions of Brazil according to climatological rainfall regime. Southern Brazil
(R1-blue), central region (R2-green), northeastern (R3-black), northeast coast (R4-yellow), and north
Brazil (R5-red), adapted from [29].

In R4, the main meteorological systems acting are intertropical convergence cone,
tropical mesoscale convective systems, the trade winds, upper level cyclonic vortex, easterly
waves, and sea breeze circulation [9,10]. The annual cumulative rainfall is around 1000 mm
along the coast [40,43], mostly concentrated in March through July (70%) and modulated
by shallow convective precipitating clouds [42].

Finally, the main meteorological systems acting in R5 are the intertropical convergence
zone [7], the tropical squall lines [8], and the Trade Winds. The period from November
to April constitutes the rainy season, and the total annual rainfall ranges from 2000 to
3000 millimeters [40]. This region exhibits large rainfall variability, and is generally associ-
ated with El Niño or La Niña. During the years of La Niña, rainfall tends to increase [33,35].

2.2. Rain Gauges Dataset

The National Center for Space Research (INPE) is the institute responsible for receiving,
storing, and organizing rain gauge rainfall data from different agencies in Brazil, such as
the National Meteorological Institute (INMET) National Water Agency (ANA), Energy
Company of Minas Gerais (CEMIG), Instituto Agronômico (IAC), and the Meteorological
System of Paraná (SIMEPAR). In this study, we used a rainfall database as the reference
data. Daily rainfall data were organized in DAT format and interpolated for a regular
1◦ × 1◦ grid using a simple average. We used INPE’s 2012 to 2016 temporal series of rain
gauge data with 317 valid grid points (i.e., grid points with more than 90% of valid data).

2.3. Satellite Precipitation Products (SPP)

We used the Frequent Rainfall Observations on GridS (FROGS) dataset to evaluate the
performance of SPPs in detecting extreme rainfall in different regions. These data consist of
daily precipitation gridded products, including satellites, ground-based, and reanalysis
products adjusted to a common 1◦ × 1◦ grid resolution. Data were downloaded from the
Institut Pierre Laplace Simon (IPSL)’s repository. More information about this product can
be found in [44]. We used eleven SPPs with one-degree daily resolution (1DD): 3B42g, 3B42,
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CMORPH, CMORPHg, GSMAP, GSMAPg, CHIRP, CHIRPSg, PERSIANNg, COSCHg,
and TAPEER. The sub-index ’g’ indicates which products were available with gauge
correction. The full name and version are detailed in Table 1.

Table 1. Description of satellite products, adapted from [44].

Satellite Product Version Short Name Use Rain Gauges Use IR Sensor Use MW Sensor

CHIRP v2.0 CHIRP No Yes No
CHIRPS v2.0 CHIRPSg Yes Yes No

PERSIANN CDR v1 r1 PERSIANNg Yes Yes No
3B42 RT v7.0 uncalibrated 3B42 No Yes Yes

3B42 RT v7.0 3B42g Yes Yes Yes
GSMAP-NRT-no gauges v6.0 GSMAP No Yes Yes

GSMAP-NRT-gauges v6.0 GSMAPg Yes Yes Yes
CMORPH V1.0, RAW CMORPH No Yes Yes
CMORPH V1.0, CRT CMORPHg Yes Yes Yes

TAPEER v1.5 TAPEER No Yes Yes
COSCH COSCHg Yes Yes Yes

2.4. TOOCAN Dataset

To assess the influence of mesoscale convective systems (MCS) on extreme rain events,
we used the Tracking Of Organized Convection Algorithm through a 3D segmentatioN
(TOOCAN) database, developed by [45]. TOOCAN has been used to detect and track MCSs
using infrared images from a geostationary satellite.

This algorithm considers MCS as a system made up of a convective core where heavy
rainfall typically occurs at a scale of 10 to 100 km, associated with a stratiform anvil with
lighter precipitation, as well as non-precipitating cirriform cloudiness at a typical scale of
100 to 1000 km [46]. The MCSs are further distinguished by a life cycle that may be divided
into three phases: commencement, maturity, and a declining phase in which the proportion
of the stratiform anvils to the convective core changes with time [47].

This algorithm works in a time sequence of infrared images to identify and track
MCSs in a single 3D segmentation step, with spatial and temporal resolution. To detect the
convective nuclei within a 235 K cold cloud shield, TOOCAN uses an iterative process of
detection and propagation of convective seeds to segment individual convective systems.

2.5. Methodology

We analyzed five cases of extreme events to evaluate eleven satellite precipitation
products. These cases occurred in different regions of Brazil and were selected in three
stages. Firstly, with rain gauge data organized in grid points, we calculated a 99th percentile
threshold and used rain values above this number. These were considered extreme rain
events. Second, for each proposed region, we estimated the mode of the dates when extreme
rain occurred. Finally, having identified the most repeated date, we composed a five-day
series (rainy pentad) by selecting two days forward and two days back (D-2, D, D+2) from
the mode. This series represented the extreme event in each region. We used information
about these extreme rain events and their impact from newspapers, photographs, and civil
defense reports from the Integrated Disaster Information System—S2ID to describe each
event. Table 2 summarizes available information about each event.

We analyzed the ratio between the amount of extreme rain the MCS influenced over
the total rain recorded during extreme events to verify the influence of MCS on extreme rain
on a sub-synoptic scale. Different meteorological systems can cause significant rain accu-
mulations in Brazil. However, the MCS are usually responsible for the most extreme events;
a few hours can provoke natural disasters that generate substantial social and economic
losses. Therefore, we analyzed the MCS more thoroughly. Figure 2 shows a schematic
flowchart with the necessary steps for the analysis. These steps are: (i) accumulated rainfall
in five days from the rain gauge dataset, (ii) number of MCS events by grid point from
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CACATOES dataset, (iii) percentage of days with MCS obtained by counting the days that
recorded MCS events divided by five, and (iv) contribution of MCS in the total rainfall of
the extreme event.

Table 2. Summary of the extreme rainfall events from each region.

Region Date Rainfall Affected People

R1 24 June 2014 to 28 June 2014 >300 mm/5 days 1600
R2 01 January 2012 to 05 January 2012 >140 mm/5 days 200,000
R3 20 January 2016 to 24 January 2016 >200 mm/5 days No information in civil defence report
R4 14 April 2016 to 18 April 2016 >200 mm/5 days 2268
R5 29 April 2016 to 03 May 2016 >140 mm/5 days 15,265

To estimate the contribution of MCS, we first selected the rain pentads for each
region from the INPE’ rain gauge dataset in the one-degree spatial resolution and the daily
temporal resolution(one degree by one day grid point). Second, we selected the CACATOES
data within the same grid point and used the MCS events recorded (Daylymcs_pop). If at
least one MCS event and a value of extreme rainfall co-occurred in a grid point, we
aggregated the recorded rainfall (∑ Extreme Rain MCS). Third, we summed extreme rainfall
in five days at each grid point (∑ Extreme Rain total). Finally, we estimated the ratio between
both measures (Figure 2). The contribution of MCS to the total rainfall during an extreme
rain pentad is expressed by the following equation:

Contribution[%/5 days] = ∑ Extreme Rain MCS

∑ Extreme Rain total
∗ 100 (1)

where the Extreme RainMCS represents the rain recorded at one daily degree for each grid
point where the MCS was registered, and Extreme Rain total is the accumulated rain in five
days at the grid point.

Figure 2. Schematic flowchart to describe variable extracted from CACATOES dataset and rain
gauges dataset, considering rainfall values above the 99th percentile (P99th).

We generated a contingency table based on the P99th threshold of rainfall at each grid
point. We used this table to compute the number of Hits (A), False Alarms (B), Misses (C),
and Correct Negatives (D) for case studies considered in this work (Table 3).
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Table 3. Contingency table considering the P99th threshold by grid point.

Gauge ≥ Threshold Gauge < Threshold

Satellite ≥ Threshold Hits (A) False Alarms (B)
Satellite < Threshold Misses (C) Correct Negatives (D)

We used the data in the contingency tables to assess the performance of eleven satellite
products for each study case based on statistical measures, including the Probability Of
Detection (POD), Miss Rate (MR), False Alarm Ratio (FAR), Threat Score (TS), Frequency
Bias Index (FBI), and Proportion Correct (PC) [48]. These measures are obtained from
relations between A, B, C, and D, where MR and FAR show a perfect score = 0.0, and the
other measures show a perfect score = 1.0 (Table 4).

Table 4. Statistical measures obtained by a contingency table.

Statistical Measure Equation Range Perfect Score

POD A/(A + C) 0 to 1 1
MR C/(A + C) 0 to 1 0
FAR B/(A + B) 0 to 1 0
TS A/(A + B + C) 0 to 1 1
FBI (A + B)/(A + C) 0 to ∞ 1
PC (A + D)/(A + B + C + D) 0 to 1 1

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Case Study for Southern Brazil—R1

The first case of extreme rain that caused a natural disaster occurred from 24 June
2014 to 28 June 2014 in R1. There were more than 300 mm of rain in five days, which
caused several disasters in the region. The municipality of Iraí (Figure 3), in the northern
region of Rio Grande do Sul, reported the highest accumulated rainfall (467 mm/month)
in the state in June 2014. According to the Civil Defence report (https://s2id.mi.gov.br/,
accessed on 2 September 2022), the elevation of the Uruguay River resulted in more than
600 people being homeless and more than 1000 displaced. The event caused substantial
road damage and affected the supply of essential services, including water, electricity,
transportation, and medical assistance. About 36 houses were completely submerged
and 400 houses flooded. More than 400 km of secondary roads were damaged, and eight
dams were destroyed. The flood also destroyed several bridges, leaving entire communities
isolated and only reachable by boat. The financial losses for the agriculture and livestock
sectors associated with this extreme rainfall were incalculable. Large amounts of crops
were washed away by the floods, and fertile soils were destroyed, including severe erosion.
Dairy farming was critically affected because roads and bridges were destroyed, making it
impossible to collect or distribute milk on time. Substantial efforts by the government and
civil society were necessary to restore the damages caused by this extreme event.

Figure 4 shows the influence of the MCS on the extreme rain event recorded be-
tween 24 June 2014 and 28 June 2014 in the southern region of Brazil (R1). The total
rain accumulated over the five days is represented by Figure 4a. The most intense rain
(≥120 mm/5 days) occurred between the states of Rio Grande do Sul and Santa Catarina.
The contribution of MCS is above 90% for most grid points analyzed (Figure 4b), suggesting
a substantial influence of the deep convection represented by MCS. Figure 4c represents the
number of MCS events recorded by the TOOCAN algorithm over the five days analyzed.
More than 20 MCS were registered during these five days. MCSs were present more than
80% of the time in this region (Figure 4d). According to Olmo and Bettolli [49], the dipole
structure of geopotential anomalies in the mid-level atmosphere significantly potentiates
the occurrence of extreme precipitation events on a daily scale in this region. This kind of
structure, combined with an intensification of the low-level jet of South America, usually
provides favorable instability conditions for the development of extreme precipitation

https://s2id.mi.gov.br/
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systems such as MCS events [50,51]. These conditions would explain the high number of
MCS observed.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Municipalities affected by extreme rains. (a) flooding in the municipality of Iraí located
north of Rio Grande do Sul state; (b) flooding in the municipality of Chapecó located west of Santa
Catarina state. Photographs: Fernando Sucolotti/G1 and Marcio Cunha/RBS.

Figure 4. (a) Accumulated rainfall recorded from 24 June 2014 to 28 June 2014 in the south region
of Brazil (R1); (b) fraction of rain on days that had MCS record over the rain accumulated in five
days; (c) number of MCS events recorded in five days; (d) fraction of the days that had MCS records;
(e) analyzed region.

To verify the performance of satellite rain estimation products, we chose a specific
case of extreme rain in R1. We selected the case based on the days with a higher number
of grid points with intense rainfall values. Figure 5 shows the spatial distribution of this
precipitation event from different satellite products. Note that estimation products can
identify the extreme rain that occurred in the region compared to the in situ rain dataset
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(Figure 5m). Figure 5c,f,j suggest that the products GSMAP, 3B42g, and PERSIANNg
overestimate the area where the event occurred because they have a larger number of pixels
with rain values above 140 mm/5 days.

Figure 5. A case of extreme precipitation occurred over the south region of Brazil (R1) from 24 June
2014 to 28 June 2014 estimated by different products (a–m).

3B42g, GSMAP, TAPEER, PERSIANN, and CHIRPSg products showed better POD
and MR scores (Figure 6a,b). The Threat Score (Figure 6d), also known as the Critical
Success Index, considers hits, misses, and false alarms, assigning a perfect score when
TS = 1. The products analyzed reached a maximum value of 0.36, corresponding to the same
products that reached POD = 1. However, these products had a high rate of false alarms
(up to 0.5) (Figure 6c). The FBI (Figure 6e) is an index that shows whether the products
are overestimating (FBI ≥ 1) or underestimating (FBI ≤ 1). Products 3B42, CMORPH,
and COSCH had metrics closer to a perfect score. The product that showed the best
Proportion Correct (Figure 6f) was COSCHg, followed by CMORPHg, and 3B42.

In summary, COSCHg, CMORPHg, and 3B42 performed better in the case of extreme
rainfall in R1 analyzed, presenting a low FAR (0.11; 0.13; 0.2), a high POD (0.8; 0.7; 0.8),
a high PC (0.89; 0.86; 0.86), and FBI nearby of 1.0 (0.9; 0.8; 1.0), respectively. These findings
are consistent with results found by Olmo and Bettolli [49]. These authors found large
differences between observational and estimated data on days with extreme rainfall events.
These results underscore the uncertainty faced by analysts when evaluating precipitation
extremes in the region on a daily scale.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 6. Bar graphs of (a) Probability Of Detection (POD); (b) Miss Rate (MR); (c) False Alarm Ratio
(FAR); (d) Threat Score (TS); (e) Frequency Bias Index (FBI) and (f) Proportion Correct (PC) for five
days of accumulated precipitation over the south region of Brazil from 24 June 2014 to 28 June 2014.

3.2. Case Study for the Central Region—R2

In the central region of Brazil (R2), extreme rains between 1 January 2012 and 5 January
2012 affected several municipalities in Rio de Janeiro, Espírito Santo, and Minas Gerais; a
public calamity was officially declared. According to a Civil Defence report, more than
200 thousand people were affected, and the estimated economic damage was greater
than US$ 4 million. The human, material, and environmental damage was enormous,
with blocked roads, collapsing ravines, and floods recorded in various places. Figure 7
illustrates some of this damage in some affected municipalities.

The results suggest that the MCS had a large influence perceived in the extreme event
studied in the central region (R2), 1 January 2012 to 5 January 2012 (Figure 8). The ratio
between the rain on the days when there was an MCS and the cumulative rain in those
five days was above 80% (Figure 8b) in Rio de Janeiro and south of Minas Gerais, which
had the highest accumulated rainfall (≥140 mm/5 days) (Figure 8a). In areas where the
accumulated rainfall was lower, MCS seemed less relevant (≤50%) (Figure 8b). Figure 8c
shows the number of MCS events recorded by the TOOCAN algorithm in the five days
analyzed. The most affected area in the region had over 25 MCS during this extreme
rainfall event. The fraction of time occupied by the MCS varied between 10% and 100%
(Figure 8d). One possible explanation for this large observed variation was the presence
of persistent stratiform clouds, in addition to convective clouds, due to the influence of
the SACZ system. This system is characterized by a persistent band of clouds oriented
northwest–southeast, extending from the Amazon basin to the southwest of the Atlantic
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Ocean [28,52]. Furthermore, a cyclone in the Atlantic Ocean caused winds from the south
along the coast of Rio de Janeiro and Espırito Santo, favoring convergence at low levels.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Municipalities affected by the extreme rain. (a) flooding in municipality of Muriaé on
Minas Gerais state; (b) collapse of houses in municipality of Duque de Caxias on Rio de Janeiro state.
Photographs: Adir de Freitas Valentim Junior/VC no G1 and Vladimir Platonov/ABr/exame.com.

Figure 8. (a) Accumulated rainfall recorded from 1 January 2012 to 5 January 2012 over the central
region of Brazil (R2); (b) fraction of rain on days that had MCS record over the rain accumulated in
five days; (c) number of MCS events recorded in five days; (d) fraction of the days that had MCS
records. (e) Analyzed region.
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Figure 9 shows the spatial distribution of extreme rainfall estimated over five days.
The rainy area occupied a large extension during the studied period, from the southeast to
the northwest of Brazil, with the heaviest rain occurring over the states of Rio de Janeiro,
Espírito Santo, and Minas Gerais. All the products analyzed were able to spatially identify
the rain distribution; however, only products 3B42g, COSCHg, and TAPEER (Figure 9f,i,l,
respectively) presented a similar spatial distribution to the reference data (Figure 9m).
The others products underestimated the rain intensity (≥40 mm). These results were
confirmed using categorical indices (Figure 10). Rodrigues et al. [53] observed similar
results when evaluating 3B42 estimates. Those authors found that the product could
correctly represent the five days of accumulated precipitation in the northeastern region of
Brazil (PC > 0.7); however, it underestimated the precipitation observed by the rain gauge.

The indices suggest that 3B42g, COSCHg, and TAPEER were closer to the reference
data, as they present a smaller error with FBI values closer to the perfect score. Nevertheless,
all products underestimated the event (FBI ≤ 1) (Figure 10e). The COSCHg product showed
the best performance. MR and FAR (Figure 10b,c) had lower values than the other products,
considering that the perfect score of these metrics is zero. POD, TS, and PC (Figure 10a,d,f)
showed higher values than the other products. In summary, COSCHg performed better
than other products in this study case of extreme rainfall in R2. The product presented a
low FAR (0.0), a high POD (0.5), and a high PC (0.94).

Figure 9. Case of extreme precipitation that occurred over the central region of Brazil (R2) during
1 January 2012 to 5 January 2012 estimated by different products (a–m).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 10. Bar graphs of (a) Probability Of Detection (POD); (b) Miss Rate (MR); (c) False Alarm
Ratio (FAR); (d) Threat Score (TS); (e) Frequency Bias Index (FBI); and (f) Proportion Correct (PC)
for five days of accumulated precipitation over the central region of Brazil from 1 January 2012 to
5 January 2012.

3.3. Case Study for Northeastern—R3

The heaviest rain in the northeast (R3) during our study period, much higher than
the climatological average, occurred between 20 January 2016 and 24 January 2016, in-
fluenced by large areas of instability associated with SACZ. The average precipitation in
this region during January is about 200 mm/month [30]. In contrast, some areas recorded
approximately 600 mm during January 2016. At least one-third of the total rain recorded
accumulated in just five days. Figure 11 shows one of the affected municipalities west
of the state of Bahia. Using satellite data, Rodrigues et al. [54] observed that January is
among the rainiest months in western Bahia. According to those authors, rainfall above
65 mm/day is expected to occur at least once every two years in northeastern Brazil during
the austral summer (December, January, and February).
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(a) (b)

Figure 11. Municipalities affected by the extreme rain. (a) flooding in municipality of São Gabriel
in Bahia state; (b) flooding in municipality of Santa Maria da Vitoria in Bahia state. Photographs:
Fabiano Pereira/Fotografe o tempo and Divulgação/Correios.

Figure 12 shows the influence of the MCS on the extreme rain observed in North-
eastern Brazil (R3). Note that some points of the grid show a high accumulation of rain
during the five days of the event (Figure 12a); however, only 60% to 70% of this rain was
influenced by MCS (Figure 12b). The remaining 40% or 30% may have been generated
by shallow convection, not detected by the TOOCAN algorithm or by other systems with
more stratiform characteristics. One possible explanation is that the convective precipita-
tion observed in parts of this region contributed to maintaining substantial divergence at
high levels. The atmospheric circulation pattern associated with SACZ episodes remained
active and persisted approximately between three and ten days with the characteristics
of convective and stratiform precipitation [55]. The number of MCS varied considerably
in this region; the most frequent recordings showed between 15 to 25 MCS per grid point
during the five days analyzed (Figure 12c). The MCS identified by TOOCAN was present
between 80% and 100% of the time during the five days of observation (Figure 12d). These
results are consistent with previous analyses, such as Palharini and Vila [42] and Rodrigues
et al. [54,56]. According to those authors, stratiform and shallow convective clouds are the
most frequent in this region; however, the rainfall associated with these clouds is not as
abundant as precipitation caused by deep convective clouds.

Figure 13 shows the spatial distribution of this extreme precipitation event based on
different satellite products. Products with rain gauge adjustments (Figure 13e–j) performed
better than products without adjustments (Figure 13a–d,l), identifying the highest rainfall
values when they occurred in the reference data (Figure 13m). Figure 14 shows the results
for categorical metrics, such as POD, MR, FAR, TS, FBI, and PC, for this event based on
accumulated rain over five days. COSCHg and CMORPHg presented a perfect score for
POD, TS, and PC (Figure 14a,d,f) for the complementary metrics MR and FAR (Figures 14b
and 6c). The FBI (Figure 14e) shows a perfect score for CMORPHg. 3B42g, PERSIANNg,
and COSCHg overestimated rainfall in about 50 mm and the remaining products underes-
timated rainfall by about 80 mm. In summary, COSCHg and CMORPHg performed better
than other products in this case of extreme rainfall in R3, with a low FAR (0.35; 0.39), a high
POD (0.81; 0.61), and a high PC (0.73; 0.65), respectively.
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Figure 12. (a) Accumulated rainfall recorded from 20 January 2016 to 24 January 2016 in the Northeast-
ern region of Brazil (R3); (b) fraction of rain on days that had MCS records over the rain accumulated
in five days; (c) number of MCS events recorded in five days; (d) fraction of the days that had MCS
records; (e) analyzed region.

Figure 13. Case of extreme precipitation occurred over the Northeastern region of Brazil (R3) from
20 January 2016 to 24 January 2016 (a–m).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 14. Bar graphs of (a) Probability Of Detection (POD); (b) Miss Rate (MR); (c) False Alarm Ratio
(FAR); (d) Threat Score (TS); (e) Frequency Bias Index (FBI); and (f) Proportion Correct (PC) for five
days of accumulated precipitation over the Northeastern region of Brazil from 20 January 2016 to
24 January 2016.

3.4. Case Study for Northeast Coast—R4

The largest case of extreme rain in the Northeast Coast (R4) occurred from 14 April
2016 to 18 April 2016. According to a report by the Civil Defence, about 568 people were
directly affected by the floods and landslides, and 1700 were left without electricity. For
example, the volume of rain recorded in the city of João Pessoa-PB (Figure 15) was about
20% higher than historically expected for the month of April in this region. More than
200 mm of rainfall were recorded during the five days analyzed. The average historic
rainfall volume is around 250 mm for the entire month [30]. Rodrigues et al. [54] and
Rodrigues et al. [57] identified, respectively, through satellite data and rain gauges, that
April is among the months with the highest rainfall intensities on the east coast in the
Northeast. Those authors show that the probability of an extreme event occurring in a city
on the east coast of Northeast Brazil during April is 85.9%.

Figure 16 represents the influence of the MCS in this case of extreme rain. Figure 16a re-
veals a large variation of accumulated rainfall in five days between locations (20 mm/5 days
to values greater than 140 mm/5 days). The most affected city was João Pessoa-PB and its
surrounding municipalities, where the grid points with the highest values of accumulated
rainfall are verified. Figure 16b shows that the MCS influenced around 80% of registered
rain. Areas located north of this municipality recorded less rainfall (between 10 mm/5 days
and 60 mm/5 days) but had a more significant contribution from MCS (between 90% and
100%). Areas located south of João Pessoa-PB had less accumulated rainfall (between
10 mm/5 days and 60 mm/5 days), with a smaller contribution from the MCS (between
50% and 70%). According to Palharini and Vila [42], shallow convective clouds occur more
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frequently over the ocean and coastal areas of northeast Brazil from March to August.
Those authors find that deep convective systems are not frequent in this region but are the
main contributor to rain when they occur, consistent with our results. The number of MCS
varied considerably in this region, from 5 to 25 MCS per grid point during the five days
analyzed (Figure 16c). The time occupied by MCS varied from 80% to 100% in areas north
of R4 and from 20% to 60% in areas south of R4.

(a) (b)

Figure 15. One of the municipalities affected by the extreme rain. (a) flooding in Municipality of
João Pessoa in Paraíba state; (b) collapse of houses in municipality of João Pessoa in Paraíba state.
Photograph: Natalia Xavier/G1 and Walter Paparazzo/G1).

Figure 16. (a) Accumulated rainfall recorded during 14 April 2016 to 18 April 2016 over northeast
coast of Brazil (R4); (b) fraction of rain on days that had MCS records over the rain accumulated in
five days; (c) number of MCS events recorded in five days; (d) fraction of the days that had MCS
records; (e) analyzed region.
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Figure 17 shows the spatial distribution of this extreme precipitation event based on
different satellite products. The grid point with the heaviest rain was located in the coastal
region of Paraíba state in the reference dataset (Figure 17m). The precipitation estimate
products in this region were very close to the perfect score in categorical indexes, as shown
in Figure 18. Products 3B42g, CMORPH, CMORPHg, GSMAP, GSMAPg, PERSIANNg,
CHIRP, and COSCHg presented POD = 1, MR = 0, and FAR = 0, showing a good perfor-
mance in R4. CHIRPg delivered the poorest performance in rain estimation, compared to
the other products.

3.5. Case Study for North Brazil—R5

An extreme rain event occurred between 29 April 2016 and 3 May 2016 in the north
region of Brazil. Heavy rain during these five days wreaked havoc in several neighborhoods
in the municipality of Monte Alegre in western Pará (Figure 19), registering about 130 mm of
rain in a single day. As a municipality with rugged topography, steep slopes favored sudden
floods in urban areas, heavily affecting the local population. The Civil Defence disaster
report estimated that about 145 people were left homeless, 130 people were displaced,
and 15,265 people were negatively affected by these extreme rains. Seven neighborhoods
in the urban area were affected, including eight houses destroyed, 42 homes severely
damaged, and 2700 houses were isolated because of damage to bridges and road networks.
Other public infrastructure was also damaged or destroyed, including schools, health
centers, daycares, water supply systems, and energy infrastructure. The National System of
Protection and Civil Defence (SINPDEC) estimated an approximate cost of 0.58 million USD
to restore damage to public infrastructure, remove debris and garbage, and restore services.
Damage was greater in the private sector, with an estimated loss of about 0.87 million
USD from commerce, agriculture, and business losses. Unfortunately, the frequency of
extreme precipitation events is increasing in the region, putting many people in the way of
danger [58].

Figure 17. Case of extreme precipitation occurred over northeast coast of Brazil (R4) from 14 April
2016 to 18 April 2016 estimated by different products (a–m).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 18. Bar graphs of (a) Probability Of Detection (POD); (b) Miss Rate (MR); (c) False Alarm Ratio
(FAR); (d) Threat Score (TS); (e) Frequency Bias Index (FBI); and (f) Proportion Correct (PC) for five days of
accumulated precipitation over the northeast coast region of Brazil during 14 April 2016 to 18 April 2016.

(a) (b)

Figure 19. One of the municipalities affected by the extreme rain. (a) and (b) collapse of houses in mu-
nicipality of Monte Alegre in Pará state. Photographs: Arney Barreto/G1 and Reprodução/TV Tapajós).
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Figure 20 shows the influence of the MCS on this case of extreme rain in R5. A large
influence of MCS was found for grid points that presented high (≥140 mm/5 days) and
low accumulated rainfall (between 10 mm/5 days and 40 mm/5 days) (Figure 20a,b).
The number of MCS varied from 5 to 30, and the fraction of the time occupied by MCS
varied from 40% to 100% (Figure 20c,d). The areas to the east of R5 recorded low amounts of
accumulated rain (between 10 to 40 mm/5 days), with precipitation heavily influenced by
the MCS (100%), a high number of MCS registered by grid point (10–25), and a high fraction
of time occupied by the MCS (80% to 100%). In contrast, areas west of R5, which registered
low values of accumulated rain (between 10 and 40 mm/5 days), presented substantial
variation in MCS contribution values, varying between 30% and 100%, with fewer MCS
registered (10–15), and a smaller fraction of time occupied by MCS (between 40% and 80%).

Figure 21 shows the spatial distribution of this precipitation event from different
satellite products. Grid points with the highest rain were located at the center of Pará state
and north of Amapá state (Figure 21m). The categorical indexes for extreme rain in R5
suggest that COSCHg had the best performance (Figure 21i), with scores close to perfect
for POD, MR, FAR, TS, FBI, and PC (Figure 22). Nevertheless, all products underestimated
the rain, considering the FBI ≤1. The products with the highest false alarm and Miss Rate,
and thus the lowest POD, were the 3B42 and the CMORPH. COSCHg did better than other
products in R5, presenting a low FAR (0.0), high POD (0.55), and a high PC (0.94).

Figure 20. (a) Accumulated rainfall recorded during 29 April 2016 to 3 May 2016 over north Brazil
(R5); (b) fraction of rain on days that had MCS records over the rain accumulated in five days;
(c) number of MCS events recorded in five days; (d) fraction of the days that had MCS records;
(e) analyzed region.
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Figure 21. Case of extreme precipitation occurred over north Brazil (R5) from 29 April 2016 to
3 May 2016 estimated by different products (a–m).

Our findings show that COSCHg was the product with the indexes closest to perfect
scores and performed better across regions of Brazil. Other studies have found similar
results [14,27,59]. This product was adjusted by pluviometers (in situ measurements) and
used information from IR and MW sensors. Generally, products with MW sensors describe
the evolution of precipitating systems and characterize the hydrometer properties better
than products without MW because the orientation and shape of hydrometeors affect the
response in the transmitted signal [13,60–63]. COSCHg was developed specifically for South
America; it is based on a combination of additive and multiplicative bias correction schemes
to obtain the lowest bias when compared with the observed values [14]. These findings
highlight that the characteristics of the region, the variability of the precipitation variable,
and the development of the specific algorithm, which depends on specific mathematical
and statistical methods, can influence the performance of a satellite product [59]:

In general, satellite observations tend to underestimate precipitation when convective
systems are shallow and overestimate when convective systems are deep [64,65]. However,
this is not always the case. Other regional factors, such as orography and local circulation
patterns, must also be weighed When considering extreme rainfall values. According to
Palharini et al. [27] and Palharini et al. [59], products without rainfall adjustments tended
to underestimate the lowest values and overestimate the highest ones in the south and
northeast regions of Brazil. Similar results were found by Kimani et al. [66] for East Africa
and by Liu et al. [26] for China. According to those authors, the performance of satellite
products considerably improves when adjusted with in situ observations. Ye et al. [67]
show a tendency to overestimate precipitation in the cold semi-arid climate (Bsk) zone in
the southeast of the Qinghai–Tibet plateau. A possible explanation is that the precipitation
detected by satellites in arid zones may evaporate before reaching the surface and thus not
be recorded by the gauges.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 22. Bar graphs of (a) Probability Of Detection (POD); (b) Miss Rate (MR); (c) False Alarm Ratio
(FAR); (d) Threat Score (TS); (e) Frequency Bias Index (FBI); and (f) Proportion Correct (PC) for five
days of accumulated precipitation over the north region of Brazil from 29 April 2016 to 3 May 2016.

4. Conclusions

The main objectives of this study were to describe events of extreme precipitation that
resulted in disasters of natural origin in Brazil, identifying whether they were associated
with mesoscale convective systems (MCS) and to analyze the performance of various
Satellite Precipitation Products (SPP) in detecting the occurrence and magnitude of these
extreme rain events. We analyzed extreme events in five regions of Brazil between 2012
and 2016. We identified the date with the heaviest rainfall in the highest number of grid
points (>P99th). The extreme rain event was defined as the accumulated rainfall over five
consecutive days, two days before and two days after the date with the highest rainfall. We
used INPE’s dataset of rain gauges as a reference.

We described these extreme events using newspaper reports with photographic records
and official civil defense documents that quantitatively report the damage in the affected
municipalities. The description of these events highlights the potential of extreme rain to
cause great damage, regardless of the area where the event occurs. We found heterogeneity
in the details provided by civil defense reports, probably related to the heterogeneous
impact of these extreme events in different regions. For example, R1 is characterized by
several episodes of severe storms causing substantial damage to affected municipalities. It
is easy to find official civil defense documents reporting the phenomenon and estimates of
losses associated with the event. In contrast, extreme rain events are less frequent in the
semi-arid R3 region of Brazil, and it was impossible to find official civil defense documents
quantitatively reporting the event.

We showed that all regions of Brazil are prone to natural disasters caused by extreme
rains. Although rainfall accumulations have different magnitudes and intensities, extreme
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events affect a large proportion of the population. Vulnerability to these types of extreme
events should be taken into consideration by public authorities and decision-makers.

Several meteorological systems are capable of causing rain in a given region. In this
work, we gave special attention to the MCS, systems formed from deep convection and often
responsible for severe storms. We showed that the occurrence of MCS and their contribution
to extreme rain events in the analyzed cases showed substantial heterogeneities depending
on the region.

We found that MCS were strongly associated with the extreme rain event in R1; and
MCS were present over the five days of the extreme event in the region. We also found
a positive relationship between the MCS and the rain event in R2; we found that the
highest rain values occurred with many MCS records. Where the amount of accumulated
precipitation during the event was lower, the number of MCS was also lower. We found
different results in the R3 and R4 regions in northeastern Brazil. The contribution of MCS
existed in some grid points with high accumulated rain values, but the association was not
as robust as in the other regions. This finding suggests that the extreme rain that occurred
during the events was influenced by shallow convective systems or stratiform systems that
are not identified by the MCS tracking algorithm used in this work. The R5 region also had
a marked influence from the MCS during the event analyzed.

To identify the capacity to detect extreme precipitation events in specific cases, we
compared extreme precipitation values from 11 different satellite products and rain gauge
data in five regions of Brazil. For this purpose, we computed categorical statistics such as
(A), (B), (C), (D), (POD), (MR), (FAR), (TS), (FBI), and (PC). The SPPs evaluated were: CHIRP
v2.0, CHIRPS v2.0, 3B42 RT v7.0 uncalibrated, 3B42 RT v7.0, GSMAP-NRT-no gauges
v6.0, GSMAP-NRT-gauges v6.0, CMORPH v1.0 RAW, CMORPH v1.0 CRT, PERSIANN
CDR, CoSch, and TAPEER v1.5, using data from the rain gauges of INPE’s database as
the reference.

Cases for this study were chosen based on the most extreme values of precipitation
observed in the studied time series. They represent the most extreme events in the study
period, 2012–2016. By construction, we selected one extreme event for each region in Brazil
in each time series. Analyzing more cases would be a great way to obtain climatology;
however, that is beyond the scope of our analysis, which was limited to the most extreme
events. Analyzing several events with similar characteristics within a region would provide
valuable insights into intense events (e.g., events above a pre-defined threshold). Still, it
would not be an analysis of extremes. Another valuable step, if data were available, would
be to analyze double-polarized radar data to obtain a physical characterization of storms,
including different types of hydrometeors, the amount of ice, and electrical activity in
extreme rainfall events.
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